Key Stage 2 Reading Journal Activities
Here are some ideas for activities you could try based on your reading book. The activities have
been sorted in to different areas – try a range of activities.

Explain the meanings of words.









Find 10 interesting words in your book. Write down what each one means. Now think of
your own sentences that use the words.
Make a list of smaller words hiding inside smaller words in your book. E.g. Chalkbo ard =
chalk + board, shelter – She, he, helter…
Find 10 adjectives in your book. Now try to use them in your own sentences
Make a list of words from your book that other children may find hard to spell. Highlight the
tricky part in each word.
Find 10 adverbs in your book. Put them in alphabetical order.
Draw and label a picture of a setting from your story. Copy words and phrases from the book
that help describe the setting.
Find a description of a setting in your book, what atmosphere is the author trying to create?
List the words/phrases that help to depict that feeling.
Make a list of the words and phrases used to create atmosphere, set the scene or describe a
character.

Identify key details













List all the characters that appear in the story.
Write some questions about events in the story. See if a friend or family member can find
the answers to your questions by using the book.
Choose one character from the story. Find three things the author says about this character.
Draw a picture of your favourite character. Label it with words the author uses to describe
the character.
Over what period of time does your story take place? 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, or possibly
years? Draw a timeline to show the events in your story. Did the events take place in the
order in which we’re told them?
Storyboard events from the story as a comic strip. Which picture would represent the key
even/turning point in the story?
Draw a bar chart to show the most exciting/dramatic parts of the story.
Create a list of key words that you could use to make a glossary for your book. Now create a
glossary with explanations of what each word means.
Write down some facts you have learned from your book.
Make a fact file about a topic from your book.
Create a true/false quiz about the book. Try the quiz out on a friend.

Summarising












List the main events in the story.
Summarise the main things you have learned from this book (this works better for nonfiction)
Write a brief summary at the end of each chapter; include the main events and new insights
into characters and the plot.
Draw a story mountain or story map to show the events in the book.
Draw a cartoon strip of the main events in the story.
Sequence events from the story.
Re-write the story in your own words
Write a blurb for this book.
Imagine you are a magazine reporter. Summarise what this book is about for your magazine.
You could write this as a blog post or article for the school newsletter/website.
Rewrite a section of your book as a playscript or as a text for younger children.
Try to summarise the paragraph/chapter/book in 100 words or less.

Making and justifying inferences














Imagine you are one of the characters from the book. Write a diary entry about an event
from the book from that character’s point of view.
How do you think a character was feeling at a key point in the story? Write their thoughts in
a thought bubble?
Write down three questions you would want to ask a character from the book. Now try to
write their answers.
Draw an outline of a character from the book. On the inside choose words that tell us about
their character, on the outside write words that tell us about their appearance. Use the
words to write a character description.
Pick one character from the story, write a list of things you think they would like or dislike;
e.g. favourite food, colour, t.v. programme etc. Find things in the text that support why
you’ve made these choices about your character.
Write three alternative titles for the book. Explain why you have come up with these titles.
Storyboard events from the story as a comic strip. Which picture would represent the key
even/turning point in the story?
Write a telephone conversation between two characters from the book. Explain from where
you have got your evidence.
Write a letter from one character in the book to another. Explain from where you have got
your evidence.
Draw a chart to show how a character’s feelings change over the course of a story.
Write a missing scene for the story. This must be something that is implied in the text but
which the author has left out.

Making predictions








After finishing your book, think what would happen if there were an extra chapter;
summarise what would happen in this chapter.
Write a blurb for the book.
Think of what might have happened before the story took place. Write this in your own
words.
Choose a character from the book and say what you think would have happened if they had
behaved/reacted differently.
Choose a key moment from the story and change the event – what would have happened
next?
Has this book changed your mind about anything? Was there something that you thought
was true/was going to happen but you’ve found out is false?
Before finishing the story, what do you think is going to happen?

Identify/explain how information/narrative content is related and contributes to meaning as a
whole








Identify the organisational features (glossary, contents, index…) used by the author. How is it
used to make the meaning of the text clear? What would happen if some of the features
were missing?
Identify different visual ways that the author has provided information (pictures, diagrams,
photographs, line drawings…). Evaluate what the diagrams tell you that the words cannot.
Could you find out all the information by looking only at the photographs? What is the value
of the annotations?
Look at the organisational features used by the author. Rank the features in order of
importance and explain your choice.
Create a quiz about the book which uses different organisational features. Challenge a friend
to find the information using the different parts of the book.
Look at the length of sentences/types of description/organisational features/vocabulary
choices/amount of dialogue at different points in the text. How does this support what the
author is trying to do?

The author’s choice of words








Find a description of a setting in your book, what atmosphere is the author trying to create?
List the words/phrases that help to depict that feeling.
Make a list of the words and phrases used to create atmosphere, set the scene or describe
character.
Find descriptive words in the text. Use a thesaurus to find antonyms and synonyms for the
words. Now try to use the new words in your own sentences. Evaluate which is more
effective – the author’s original choice or the new words you have found.
Identify where the author has used figurative language. Evaluate the effectiveness of the
language choices and the imagery created.
How is the author trying to make us feel at this point? How does s/he achieve this?
Are any words or phrases repeated? What effect does this create?

Make comparisons within the text














Look at the length of sentences/types of description/organisational features/vocabulary
choices/amount of dialogue at different points in the text. How does this support what the
author is trying to do?
Choose two books on the same topic and compare the way they are set out – what features
are similar/different?
Compare two characters from the story; how are they similar/different? Compare your book
to another on the same topic; which do you prefer and why?
Compare settings in the book. How do they work to support the emotions/storytelling at
each point of the story?
Draw pictures of different settings/different characters in the books and collect descriptive
vocabulary from the text used to describe them. What similarities and differences can you
find?
Compare different chapters in the book. Look at the organisational features; how are they
similar and different? Why has the author chosen to present the information this way? How
does this organisation work to support the finding of information?
Compare your book to a website on the same topic; which do you think gives better
information and why?
Compare this book to others by the author. Are there any similarities or differences?
Was there a part of the story that reminds you of any other books you have read? Explain
the connections.
Does this writer have a website? Find out and see if you can find out about similarities and
differences in the types of books they write.

